


KJV Bible Word Studies for PRIVATE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

a 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set {a}, set to) seal up, 
stop. 

breeches 4370 ## miknac {mik-nawce'}; from 3647 in the sense of hiding; (only in dual) drawers (from 
concealing the private parts): -- {breeches}. 

ignorant 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus 
(compare "idiot"): -- {ignorant}, rude, unlearned. 

private 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, 
private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, 
several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own). 

pursuing 7873 ## siyg {seeg}; from 7734; a withdrawal (into a private place): -- {pursuing}. 

rude 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus (compare
"idiot"): -- ignorant, {rude}, unlearned. 

seal 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) {seal} up, 
stop. 

set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- ({set} a, set to) seal up, 
stop. 

set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, {set} to) seal up, 
stop. 

stop 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, 
{stop}. 

to 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set {to}) seal up, 
stop. 

unlearned 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus 
(compare "idiot"): -- ignorant, rude, {unlearned}. 

up 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or 
preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal {up}, 
stop. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

private 03908 ## lachash {lakh'- ash} ; from 03907 ; properly , a whisper , i . e . by implication , (in a good 
sense) a {private} prayer , (in a bad one) an incantation ; concretely , an amulet : -- charmed , earring , 
enchantment , orator , prayer . 

private 04370 ## miknac {mik-nawce'} ; from 03647 in the sense of hiding ; (only in dual) drawers (from 
concealing the {private} parts) : -- breeches . 

private 05959 ## ` almah {al-maw'} ; feminine of 05958 ; a lass (as veiled or {private}) : -- damsel , maid , 
virgin . 

private 07873 ## siyg {seeg} ; from 07734 ; a withdrawal (into a {private} place) : -- pursuing . 

private 2398 - idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, 
private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, 
several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own). 

private 2399 - idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a {private} person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus 
(compare " idiot " ): -- ignorant, rude, unlearned. 

private 2927 - kruptos {kroop-tos'}; from 2928; concealed, i.e. {private}: -- hid(-den), inward [-ly], secret. 

private 4434 - ptochos {pto-khos'}; from ptosso {to crouch; akin to 4422 and the alternate of 4098); a 
beggar (as cringing), i.e. pauper (strictly denoting absolute or public mendicancy, although also used in a 
qualified or relative sense; whereas 3993 properly means only straitened circumstances in {private}), 
literally (often as noun) or figuratively (distressed): -- beggar(-ly), poor. 

private 4972 - sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or {private} mark) for security 
or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, 
stop. 

privately 2931 - kruphe {kroo-fay'}; adverb from 2928; {privately}: -- in secret. 

privately 2977 - lathra {lath'-rah}; adverb from 2990; {privately}: -- privily, secretly. 

privately 5282 - huponoeo {hoop-on-o-eh'-o}; from 5259 and 3539; to think under ({privately}), i.e. to 
surmise or conjecture: -- think, suppose, deem. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2398 + own + home + apart + in due + her own + at home + company + his own + business + privately + 
with your + him aside + their own + severally + his proper + in our own + in his own + for in due + of her 
own + by his own + to his own + of his own + was his own + for his own + not his own + of their own + with 
his own + with our own + to their own + and their own + him privately + other his own + but privately + 
into their own + things of your + to his several + man to his own + man in his own + but by his own + unto 
their own + away of his own + not for his own + But hath in due + in their proper + be to their own + her 
unto his own + that is in thine + him of their own + is of any private + unto him privately + of his 
acquaintance + us as though by our own + he not unto them and when they were alone +/ . idios {id'-ee-os}; 
of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i .e . one's own; by implication, private or separate: --X his 
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, 
your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own) . 

2399 + I be rude + and ignorant + one unlearned + of the unlearned + in those that are unlearned +/ . 
idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398 + own + home + apart + in due + her own + at home + company + his own 
+ business + privately + with your + him aside + their own + severally + his proper + in our own + in his 
own + for in due + of her own + by his own + to his own + of his own + was his own + for his own + not his 
own + of their own + with his own + with our own + to their own + and their own + him privately + other 
his own + but privately + into their own + things of your + to his several + man to his own + man in his own 
+ but by his own + unto their own + away of his own + not for his own + But hath in due + in their proper +
be to their own + her unto his own + that is in thine + him of their own + is of any private + unto him 
privately + of his acquaintance + us as though by our own + he not unto them and when they were alone +/ ;
a private person, i .e . (by implication) an ignoramus (compare "idiot"): --ignorant, rude, unlearned . 

4972 + a seal + sealed + sealing + hath set + were sealed + to his seal + unto me Seal + ye are sealed + him up
and set + ye were sealed + we have sealed + and have sealed + and there were sealed + of them which were 
sealed +/ . sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973 + seal + seals + a seal + the seal + the seals + of the seals + not
the seal + to you for the seal +/ ; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation 
(literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: --(set a, set to) seal up, stop . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

1 * private 

8 - privately 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

private 2398 ** idios ** X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside,due, his (own, proper, 
several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own(business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

private 2398 idios * {private} , {2398 idios } ,

privately 2398 idios * {privately} , {2398 idios } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* private , 2398 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

private - 2398 acquaintance, alone, apart, aside, business, company, due, home, own, {private}, privately, 
proper, several, severally, your,

privately - 2398 acquaintance, alone, apart, aside, business, company, due, home, own, private, {privately}, 
proper, several, severally, your,



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

private , 2PE_01_20,

privately , MAT_24_03 ,

privately , MAR_06_32 , MAR_09_28 , MAR_13_03 ,

privately , LUK_09_10 , LUK_10_23,

privately , ACT_23_19,

privately , GAL_02_02 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

private 2Pe_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

privately Act_23_19 # Then the chief captain took him by the hand, and went [with him] aside privately, 
and asked [him], What is that thou hast to tell me?

privately Gal_02_02 # And I went up by revelation, and communicated unto them that gospel which I 
preach among the Gentiles, but privately to them which were of reputation, lest by any means I should run, 
or had run, in vain.

privately Luk_09_10 # And the apostles, when they were returned, told him all that they had done. And he 
took them, and went aside privately into a desert place belonging to the city called Bethsaida.

privately Luk_10_23 # And he turned him unto [his] disciples, and said privately, Blessed [are] the eyes 
which see the things that ye see:

privately Mar_06_32 # And they departed into a desert place by ship privately.

privately Mar_09_28 # And when he was come into the house, his disciples asked him privately, Why could 
not we cast him out?

privately Mar_13_03 # And as he sat upon the mount of Olives over against the temple, Peter and James 
and John and Andrew asked him privately,

privately Mat_24_03 # And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, 
saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what [shall be] the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the 
world?



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

private interpretation 2Pe_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private 
interpretation.

privately and asked Act_23_19 # Then the chief captain took him by the hand, and went [with him] aside 
privately, and asked [him], What is that thou hast to tell me?

privately Blessed are Luk_10_23 # And he turned him unto [his] disciples, and said privately, Blessed [are] 
the eyes which see the things that ye see:

privately into a Luk_09_10 # And the apostles, when they were returned, told him all that they had done. 
And he took them, and went aside privately into a desert place belonging to the city called Bethsaida.

privately saying Tell Mat_24_03 # And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him 
privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what [shall be] the sign of thy coming, and of the 
end of the world?

privately to them Gal_02_02 # And I went up by revelation, and communicated unto them that gospel 
which I preach among the Gentiles, but privately to them which were of reputation, lest by any means I 
should run, or had run, in vain.

privately Why could Mar_09_28 # And when he was come into the house, his disciples asked him privately, 
Why could not we cast him out?

privately Mar_06_32 # And they departed into a desert place by ship privately.

privately Mar_13_03 # And as he sat upon the mount of Olives over against the temple, Peter and James 
and John and Andrew asked him privately,



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

private ^ 2Pe_01_20 / private /^interpretation. 

privately ^ Mar_06_32 / privately /^ 

privately ^ Mar_13_03 / privately /^ 

privately ^ Act_23_19 / privately /^and asked [him], What is that thou hast to tell me? 

privately ^ Luk_10_23 / privately /^Blessed [are] the eyes which see the things that ye see: 

privately ^ Luk_09_10 / privately /^into a desert place belonging to the city called Bethsaida. 

privately ^ Mat_24_03 / privately /^saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what [shall be] the sign 
of thy coming, and of the end of the world? 

privately ^ Gal_02_02 / privately /^to them which were of reputation, lest by any means I should run, or 
had run, in vain. 

privately ^ Mar_09_28 / privately /^Why could not we cast him out? 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

private ......... is of any private 2398 -idios-> 

privately ......... but privately 2398 -idios-> 

privately ......... him privately 2398 -idios-> 

privately ......... privately 2398 -idios-> 

privately ......... unto him privately 2398 -idios-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

private 2Pe_01_20 Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any {private} interpretation. 

privately Luk_09_10 And the apostles, when they were returned, told him all that they had done. And he 
took them, and went aside {privately} into a desert place belonging to the city called Bethsaida. 

privately Act_23_19 Then the chief captain took him by the hand, and went [with him] aside {privately}, 
and asked [him], What is that thou hast to tell me? 

privately Gal_02_02 And I went up by revelation, and communicated unto them that gospel which I preach 
among the Gentiles, but {privately} to them which were of reputation, lest by any means I should run, or 
had run, in vain. 

privately Mar_06_32 And they departed into a desert place by ship {privately}. 

privately Luk_10_23 And he turned him unto [his] disciples, and said {privately}, Blessed [are] the eyes 
which see the things that ye see: 

privately Mat_24_03 And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him {privately}, 
saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what [shall be] the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the 
world? 

privately Mar_09_28 And when he was come into the house, his disciples asked him {privately}, Why could 
not we cast him out? 

privately Mar_13_03 And as he sat upon the mount of Olives over against the temple, Peter and James and 
John and Andrew asked him {privately}, 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

private ^ 2Pe_01_20 Knowing <1097> (5723) this <5124> first <4412>, that <3754> no <3756> <3956> 
prophecy <4394> of the scripture <1124> is <1096> (5736) of any {private} <2398> interpretation <1955>. 

privately ^ Mar_09_28 And <2532> when he <0846> was come <1525> (5631) into <1519> the house 
<3624>, his <0846> disciples <3101> asked <1905> (5707) him <0846> {privately} <2596> <2398>, Why 
<3754> could <1410> (5675) not <3756> we <2249> cast <1544> <0> him <0846> out <1544> (5629)? 

privately ^ Mar_06_32 And <2532> they departed <0565> (5627) into <1519> a desert <2048> place <5117>
by ship <4143> {privately} <2596> <2398>. 

privately ^ Mar_13_03 And <2532> as he <0846> sat <2521> (5740) upon <1519> the mount <3735> of 
Olives <1636> over against <2713> the temple <2411>, Peter <4074> and <2532> James <2385> and <2532>
John <2491> and <2532> Andrew <0406> asked <1905> (5707) him <0846> {privately} <2596> <2398>, 

privately ^ Mat_24_03 And <1161> as he <0846> sat <2521> (5740) upon <1909> the mount <3735> of 
Olives <1636>, the disciples <3101> came <4334> (5656) unto him <0846> {privately} <2596> <2398>, 
saying <3004> (5723), Tell <2036> (5628) us <2254>, when <4219> shall <2071> <0> these things <5023> be 
<2071> (5704)? and <2532> what <5101> shall be the sign <4592> of thy <4674> coming <3952>, and 
<2532> of the end <4930> of the world <0165>? 

privately ^ Gal_02_02 And <1161> I went up <0305> (5627) by <2596> revelation <0602>, and <2532> 
communicated <0394> (5639) unto them <0846> that gospel <2098> which <3739> I preach <2784> (5719) 
among <1722> the Gentiles <1484>, but <1161> {privately} <2596> <2398> to them which were of 
reputation <1380> (5723), lest by any means <3381> <4458> I should run <5143> (5725), or <2228> had run
<5143> (5627), in <1519> vain <2756>. 

privately ^ Act_23_19 Then <1161> the chief captain <5506> took <1949> (5637) him <0846> by the hand 
<5495>, and <2532> went with him aside <0402> (5660) {privately} <2596> <2398>, and asked <4441> 
(5711) him, What <5101> is <2076> (5748) that <3739> thou hast <2192> (5719) to tell <0518> (5658) me 
<3427>? 

privately ^ Luk_10_23 And <2532> he turned him <4762> (5651) unto <4314> his disciples <3101>, and 
said <2036> (5627) {privately} <2398> <2596>, Blessed <3107> are the eyes <3788> which <3588> see 
<0991> (5723) the things that <3739> ye see <0991> (5719): 

privately ^ Luk_09_10 And <2532> the apostles <0652>, when they were returned <5290> (5660), told 
<1334> (5662) him <0846> all that <3745> they had done <4160> (5656). And <2532> he took <3880> 
(5631) them <0846>, and went aside <5298> (5656) {privately} <2596> <2398> into <1519> a desert <2048> 
place <5117> belonging to the city <4172> called <2564> (5746) Bethsaida <0966>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
private 2Pe_01_20 Knowing (1097 -ginosko -) this (5124 -touto -) first (4412 -proton -) , that no (3756 -ou -) 
prophecy (4394 -propheteia -) of the scripture (1124 -graphe -) is of any {private} (2398 -idios -) 
interpretation (1955 -epilusis -) . 

privately Act_23_19 Then (1161 -de -) the chief (5506 -chiliarchos -) captain (5506 -chiliarchos -) took (1949 
-epilambanomai -) him by the hand (5495 -cheir -) , and went (0402 -anachoreo -) [ with him ] aside (0402 -
anachoreo -) {privately} (2398 -idios -) , and asked (2065 -erotao -) [ him ] , What (5101 -tis -) is that thou 
hast (2192 -echo -) to tell (0518 -apaggello -) me ? 

privately Gal_02_02 And I went (0305 -anabaino -) up by revelation (0602 -apokalupsis -) , and 
communicated (0394 -anatithemai -) unto them that gospel (2098 -euaggelion -) which (3739 -hos -) I preach
(2784 -kerusso -) among (1722 -en -) the Gentiles (1484 -ethnos -) , but {privately} (2398 -idios -) to them 
which were of reputation (1380 -dokeo -) , lest (3381 -mepos -) by any (3381 -mepos -) means (4458 - -pos -) I
should run (5143 -trecho -) , or (2228 -e -) had run (5143 -trecho -) , in vain (2756 -kenos -) . 

privately Luk_09_10 . And the apostles 0652 -apostolos - , when they were returned 5290 -hupostrepho - , 
told 1334 -diegeomai - him all 3745 -hosos - that they had done 4160 -poieo - . And he took 3880 -
paralambano - them , and went 5298 -hupochoreo - aside 5298 -hupochoreo - {privately} 2398 -idios - into 
1519 -eis - a desert 2048 -eremos - place 5117 -topos - belonging to the city 4172 -polis - called 2564 -kaleo - 
Bethsaida 0966 -Bethsaida - . 

privately Luk_10_23 And he turned 4762 -strepho - him unto [ his ] disciples 3101 -mathetes - , and said 
2036 -epo - {privately} 2398 -idios - , Blessed 3107 -makarios - [ are ] the eyes 3788 -ophthalmos - which 
3588 -ho - see 0991 -blepo - the things that ye see 0991 -blepo - : 

privately Mar_06_32 And they departed (0565 -aperchomai -) into (1519 -eis -) a desert (2048 -eremos -) 
place (5117 -topos -) by ship (4143 -ploion -) {privately} (2398 -idios -) . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


privately Mar_09_28 And when he was come (1525 -eiserchomai -) into (1519 -eis -) the house (3624 -oikos -
) , his disciples (3101 -mathetes -) asked (1905 -eperotao -) him {privately} (2398 -idios -) , Why (3754 -hoti -
) could (1410 -dunamai -) not we cast (1544 -ekballo -) him out ? 

privately Mar_13_03 And as he sat (2521 -kathemai -) upon the mount (3735 -oros -) of Olives (1636 -elaia -
) over (2713 -katenanti -) against (2713 -katenanti -) the temple (2411 -hieron -) , Peter (4074 -Petros -) and 
James (2385 -Iakobos -) and John (2491 -Ioannes -) and Andrew (0406 -Andreas -) asked (1905 -eperotao -) 
him {privately} (2398 -idios -) , 

privately Mat_24_03 And as he sat (2521 -kathemai -) upon the mount (3735 -oros -) of Olives (1636 -elaia -)
, the disciples (3101 -mathetes -) came (4334 -proserchomai -) unto him {privately} (2398 -idios -) , saying 
(3004 -lego -) , Tell (2036 -epo -) us , when (4218 -pote -) shall these (5023 -tauta -) things be ? and what 
(5101 -tis -) [ shall be ] the sign (4592 -semeion -) of thy coming (3952 -parousia -) , and of the end (4930 -
sunteleia -) of the world (0165 -aion -) ? 
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private , 2PE , 1:20 privately , AC , 23:19 privately , GA , 2:2 privately , LU , 9:10 , LU , 10:23 privately , MT , 24:3 privately , MR , 6:32 , MR , 9:28 , MR , 13:3 a 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or
private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set {a}, set to) seal up, stop.[ql acquaintance 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; 
by implication, private or separate: -- X his {acquaintance}, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql alone 2398 # 
idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were {alone}, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own 
(business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql apart 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, {apart}, 
aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql aside 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, 
private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, {aside}, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql business 2398 # idios 
{id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own 
({business}), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql due 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, 
aside, {due}, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql her 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, 
private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, ({her}, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql his 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of 
uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, {his} (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), 
private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql his 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X {his} acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his 
(own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql home 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate:
-- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), {home}, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql ignorant 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; 
a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus (compare "idiot"): -- {ignorant}, rude, unlearned.[ql our 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his 
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, {our}, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql own 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; 
pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, 
their ({own}).[ql own 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, 
(her, our, thine, your) {own} (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql own 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when 
they were alone, apart, aside, due, his ({own}, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql private 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. 
one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql 
proper 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, 
your) own (business), private(-ly), {proper}, severally, their (own).[ql proper 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were 
alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, {proper}, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql rude 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an 
ignoramus (compare "idiot"): -- ignorant, {rude}, unlearned.[ql seal 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep 
secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) {seal} up, stop.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- 
({set} a, set to) seal up, stop.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, {set} to) 
seal up, stop.[ql several 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, {several}), 
home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql severally 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his 
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, {severally}, their (own).[ql stop 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp 
(with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, {stop}.[ql their 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. 
one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, {their} (own).[ql they 
2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when {they} were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, 
your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql thine 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, 
apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, {thine}, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql to 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for 
security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set {to}) seal up, stop.[ql unlearned 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus 
(compare "idiot"): -- ignorant, rude, {unlearned}.[ql up 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -
- (set a, set to) seal {up}, stop.[ql were 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they {were} alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, 
proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql when 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X 
his acquaintance, {when} they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql your 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; 
pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, {your}) own (business), private(-ly), proper, 
severally, their (own).[ql private Interlinear Index Study private 2PE 001 020 Knowing <1097 -ginosko -> this <5124 -touto - > first <4412 -proton -> , that no <3756 -ou -> prophecy <4394 - propheteia -> of the scripture <1124 -
graphe -> is of any {private} <2398 -idios -> interpretation <1955 -epilusis -> . any private interpretation <2PE1 -:20 > * private , 2398 , * private , 2398 idios , private -2398 acquaintance, alone, apart, aside, business, company, due, 
home, own, {private}, privately, proper, several, severally, your, privately -2398 acquaintance, alone, apart, aside, business, company, due, home, own, private, {privately}, proper, several, severally, your, private 2398 ** idios ** X his
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside,due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own(business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own). private ......... is of any private 2398 -idios-> privately ......... but
privately 2398 -idios-> privately ......... him privately 2398 -idios-> privately ......... privately 2398 -idios-> privately ......... unto him privately 2398 -idios-> private 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. 
one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql 
private 001 020 IIPe /${private /interpretation . privately 023 019 Act /${privately /and asked him, What is that thou hast to tell me ? privately 010 023 Luk /${privately /Blessed are the eyes which see the things that ye see : privately 
009 010 Luk /${privately /into a desert place belonging to the city called Bethsaida . privately 024 003 Mat /${privately /saying , Tell us , when shall these things be ? and what shall be the sign of thy coming , and of the end of the 
world ? privately 002 002 Gal /${privately /to them which were of reputation , lest by any means I should run , or had run , in vain . privately 009 028 Mar /${privately /Why could not we cast him out ? private 1 * privately 8 - private 
<2PE1 -20> Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any {private} interpretation. 
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a 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set {a}, set to) seal up, stop.[ql acquaintance 2398 #
idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his {acquaintance}, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own 
(business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql alone 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were {alone}, apart, 
aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql apart 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, 
private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, {apart}, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql aside 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; 
of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, {aside}, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), 
private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql business 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, 
his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own ({business}), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql due 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or 
separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, {due}, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql her 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain 
affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, ({her}, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, 
severally, their (own).[ql his 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, {his} (own, proper, 
several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql his 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X {his} 
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql home 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; 
pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), {home}, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, 
severally, their (own).[ql ignorant 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus (compare "idiot"): -- {ignorant}, rude, unlearned.[ql our 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; 
pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, {our}, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, 
severally, their (own).[ql own 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several),
home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their ({own}).[ql own 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his 
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) {own} (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql own 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; 
pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his ({own}, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, 
severally, their (own).[ql private 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, 
several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql proper 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his 
acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), {proper}, severally, their (own).[ql proper 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; 
pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, {proper}, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, 
severally, their (own).[ql rude 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus (compare "idiot"): -- ignorant, {rude}, unlearned.[ql seal 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to 
stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) {seal} up, stop.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a 
signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- ({set} a, set to) seal up, stop.[ql set 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private 
mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, {set} to) seal up, stop.[ql several 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by 
implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, {several}), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql severally 2398 # 
idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own 
(business), private(-ly), proper, {severally}, their (own).[ql stop 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, 
to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal up, {stop}.[ql their 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his 
(own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, {their} (own).[ql they 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or 
separate: -- X his acquaintance, when {they} were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql thine 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of 
uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, {thine}, your) own (business), 
private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql to 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a,
set {to}) seal up, stop.[ql unlearned 2399 # idiotes {id-ee-o'-tace}; from 2398; a private person, i.e. (by implication) an ignoramus (compare "idiot"): -- ignorant, rude, {unlearned}.[ql up 4972 # sphragizo {sfrag-id'-zo}; from 4973; to 
stamp (with a signet or private mark) for security or preservation (literally or figuratively); by implication, to keep secret, to attest: -- (set a, set to) seal {up}, stop.[ql were 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self,
i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they {were} alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql 
when 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, {when} they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, 
thine, your) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql your 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were 
alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, our, thine, {your}) own (business), private(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql



* private , 2398 idios ,



private -2398 acquaintance, alone, apart, aside, business, company, due, home, own, {private}, privately, proper, 
several, severally, your, privately -2398 acquaintance, alone, apart, aside, business, company, due, home, own, 
private, {privately}, proper, several, severally, your,





private 2398 ** idios ** X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside,due, his (own, proper, several), 
home, (her, our, thine, your) own(business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).





private ......... is of any private 2398 -idios-> privately ......... but privately 2398 -idios-> privately ......... him 
privately 2398 -idios-> privately ......... privately 2398 -idios-> privately ......... unto him privately 2398 -idios->



private 2398 # idios {id'-ee-os}; of uncertain affinity; pertaining to self, i.e. one's own; by implication, private or 
separate: -- X his acquaintance, when they were alone, apart, aside, due, his (own, proper, several), home, (her, 
our, thine, your) own (business), {private}(-ly), proper, severally, their (own).[ql
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private Interlinear Index Study private 2PE 001 020 Knowing <1097 -ginosko -> this <5124 -touto - > first <4412 
-proton -> , that no <3756 -ou -> prophecy <4394 - propheteia -> of the scripture <1124 -graphe -> is of any 
{private} <2398 -idios -> interpretation <1955 -epilusis -> .



any private interpretation <2PE1 -:20 > 



private 2Pe_01_20 /${private /interpretation . privately Act_23_19 /${privately /and asked him, What is that thou 
hast to tell me ? privately Luk_10_23 /${privately /Blessed are the eyes which see the things that ye see : privately
Luk_09_10 /${privately /into a desert place belonging to the city called Bethsaida . privately Mat_24_03 
/${privately /saying , Tell us , when shall these things be ? and what shall be the sign of thy coming , and of the 
end of the world ? privately Gal_02_02 /${privately /to them which were of reputation , lest by any means I 
should run , or had run , in vain . privately Mar_09_28 /${privately /Why could not we cast him out ?



private 1 * privately 8 -



* private , 2398 , 



private <2PE1 -20> Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any {private} interpretation.
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